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Clinical impact of central nervous system-directed therapies on
intravascular large B-cell lymphoma: A single institution’s
experience
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Abstract

Intravascular large B-cell lymphoma (IVLBCL) is a rare subtype of B-cell lymphoma

characterized by aggressive disease progression with a high incidence of central ner-

vous system (CNS) involvement.We retrospectively analyzed 16 patientswith de novo

IVLBCL treated at our hospital between 2004 and 2018 with either standard therapy

plus CNS-directed therapy or standard therapy alone. CNS-directed therapywas asso-

ciated with a significantly better 2-year CNS-free survival (100% vs. 63%, p= 0.0191),

despite no significant effects on progression-free or overall survival. Further studies

should assessCNS-focused treatment in patientswith IVLBCLwith orwithout primary

CNS involvement.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Intravascular large B-cell lymphoma (IVLBCL) is an extremely rare sub-

type of B-cell non-Hodgkin lymphoma. It is characterized by unique

selective disease progression within the lumen of multiple small ves-

sels. Patients experience non-specific symptoms, such as fever of

unknown origin, and have aggressive clinical course, with a tendency

toward central nervous system (CNS) invasion and poor prognosis [1].

While IVLBCL management remains challenging, recent studies have

provided valuable information for increasing our understanding.

Although there have been no widely accepted prognostic factors

for IVLBCL, poor performance status has been identified as one
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possible factor [2]. Furthermore, expression of programmed death-

ligand 1 (PD-L1) in tumor cells, which may promote escape from the

host’s immune system, has been proposed as an adverse prognos-

tic factor in patients with IVLBCL [3]. Regarding the treatment of

IVLBCL, integrating CNS prophylaxis using high-dose methotrexate

(MTX) into standard rituximab, cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin, vin-

cristine, and prednisone (R-CHOP) therapy is expected to improve

clinical outcomes [4]. In light of these advances in understanding

and treatment of IVLBCL, we aimed to evaluate how CNS-directed

treatment, such as high-dose MTX, impacts clinical outcomes in real-

world patientswith IVLBCL beyond the administration of conventional

R-CHOP.
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2 METHODS

We retrospectively analyzed patients with de novo IVLBCL treated

at our hospital between 2004 and 2018 after approval by the

review board. All patients provided written informed consent to

their treatments. Clinical records were collected from the database

in our clinic. Diagnosis of IVLBCL was based on histopathological

examination of specimens from the skin, bone marrow, or involved

organs [5,6].

Primary CNS involvement was defined as any neurologic symptoms

with evidence of CNS lesions on magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) or

in the cerebrospinal fluid before treatment. Secondary CNS involve-

mentwas defined as the emergence of neurologic symptoms caused by

isolated CNS relapse or CNS involvement with systemic disease pro-

gression, which were confirmed by MRI or spinal tap. In patients with

primary CNS involvement, recurrence of neurologic symptoms con-

firmed by MRI or spinal tap was defined as secondary CNS involve-

ment.

In our institution, treatment regimens for IVLBCL were determined

on a case-by-case basis, taking patients’ age, anticipated tolerability to

intensive chemotherapies, or presence/absence of CNS involvement

into account. Thus, we divided patients into the CNS-directed therapy

and standard therapy groups according to their type of chemotherapy

regimen. CNS-directed therapy included R-CHOP or dose-intensified

R-CHOP (R-D-CHOP) along with high-dose MTX in the first remis-

sion (8 g/m2) [7]; R-D-CHOP along with high-dose chemotherapy

with cyclophosphamide, etoposide, and ranimustine followed by

autologous hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (CEM/ASCT)

in the first remission [7,8]; R-CHOP along with high-dose MTX (3.5

g/m2 on day 1) and cytarabine (2 g/m2 twice a day on days 2-3)

(HDMA) [9]; and rituximab, hyper-fractionated cyclophosphamide,

vincristine, doxorubicin, and dexamethasone alternating rituximab

with high-dose MTX (1.0 g/m2 on day 1) /cytarabine (3 g/m2 twice a

day on days 3-4) (R-hyper-CVAD/R-MA) [10]. The standard therapy

was R-CHOP alone. The treatment group was per-planned regimens

irrespective of the completion of therapy (i.e., intention-to-treat)

to minimize selection bias. Immunohistochemical analysis was per-

formed on diagnostic samples using antibodies against PD-L1 (SP142)

(30% of the cut-off value) [3], CD10 (30%), BCL-6 (30%), multiple

myeloma oncogene 1 (30%) [11], MYC (40%), and B-cell lymphoma 2

(BCL-2) (50%) [12,13]. In situ hybridizations for Epstein-Barr virus-

encoded small RNA and MYC rearrangement were also performed.

We estimated 2-year CNS-free survival, progression-free survival

(PFS), and overall survival (OS) using the Kaplan-Meier method in

each group to assess the prognostic impact of intensive treatment

regimens. Then, we compared survival curves between the groups

using the log-rank test. CNS-free survival was defined as the period

from IVLBCL diagnosis to the date of secondary CNS involvement,

progression in non-CNS lesions (censored), last follow-up (censored),

or death. We used JMP version 14.2 software (SAS Institute Inc.) for

statistical analysis. A p-value of < 0.05 was considered statistically

significant.

3 RESULTS

During the study period, 17 patients were diagnosed with IVLBCL in

our institution. All patients were treated with rituximab-containing

immunochemotherapy. Out of these 17 patients, one patient was

excludeddue to poor clinical records.Data of 16patientswith amedian

age of 65 (43–79) years were included in the analysis. Planned treat-

ment regimens in the CNS-directed therapy group were R-CHOP fol-

lowed by high-dose MTX (n = 1),1 R-D-CHOP followed by CEM/ASCT

(n = 2), R-D-CHOP followed by high-dose MTX (n = 1), R-CHOP plus

HDMA (n = 3), and R-hyper-CVAD/R-MA (n = 1). Out of these, two

patients did not actually receive CNS-directed chemotherapies due to

disease progression. The standard therapy group received R-CHOP

alone (n = 8). All treatments were given with curative intent, and

regular doses of cytotoxic drugs were administered. Table 1 shows

the clinical characteristics, immunohistochemical findings, andplanned

treatments in all patients. Except for age (median 58 vs. 71 years,

p = 0.0206), there was no significant difference in these categories

between the CNS-directed and standard therapy groups. Specifically,

incidences of any CNS symptoms and primary CNS involvement were

not significantly different (50% vs. 25%, p = 0.2982 and 25% vs.

25%, p = 1.0000, respectively). The completion rates of planned treat-

ments and the complete response rates after initial treatments in these

groups were also similar (75% vs. 75%, p = 1.0000 and 75% vs. 63%,

p=0.6887, respectively). Regarding survival analyses, 2-yearCNS-free

survival was significantly better in the CNS-directed therapy group

than in the standard therapy group (100% vs. 63%, p = 0.0191). How-

ever, the differences in 2-year PFS andOS between the two groups did

not reach statistical significance (75% vs. 38%, p= 0.1118 and 88% vs.

63%, p= 0.3083, respectively) (Figure 1).

4 DISCUSSION

Although our findings were based on a limited number of patients, the

present study provides crucial insights into the effects of CNS-directed

chemotherapies alongside standard R-CHOP. These findings could

even benefit patients with IVLBCL with primary CNS involvement. Of

note, a pivotal phase-2 study in previously untreated patients with

IVLBCL, in which 38 patients were treated with R-CHOP alongside

high-dose MTX and intrathecal chemotherapy as CNS-oriented ther-

apy, excluded patients with primary CNS involvement [4]. That study

demonstrated a 76% of 2-year PFS with a 3% of 2-year secondary

CNS involvement rate [4]. Contrarily, in our study, a substantial num-

ber of patients exhibited CNS symptoms or apparent primary CNS

involvement in both treatment groups. However, patients treated

with CNS-directed treatment demonstrated better CNS-free sur-

vival and relatively favorable PFS and OS. Generally, approximately

one-quarter of patients with IVLBCL have CNS lesions at initial

diagnosis [14]. Thus, the utilities of high-dose chemotherapies in

such patients are rather a subject of debate in the management of

IVLBCL.
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TABLE 1 Patient characteristics

Categories

All patients

(N= 16)

Median age, year 65 (43–79)

Sex (male vs female), n 7 versus 9

Stage III/IV, n (%) 15 (94)

ECOGPS≥2, n (%) 15 (94)

Serum LDH≥ normal, n (%) 15 (94)

Extranodal sites≥2, n (%) 6 (38)

IPI score≥4, n (%) 15 (94)

Any CNS symptoms, n (%) 6 (38)

Primary CNS involvement, n (%) 4 (25)

HPS subtype, n (%) 10 (63)

COO subtypes (GCB vs non-GC)a, n 1 vs 15

PD-L1≥30%, n (%) 8 of 13, (62)

Double-expressor lymphoma, n (%) 8 (50)

MYC rearrangementb, n 0

EBER positivity, n 0

Planned treatment

R-CHOP+HD-MTX 1

R-D-CHOP+CEM/ASCT 2

R-D-CHOP+HD-MTX 1

R-CHOP+HDMA 3

R-Hyper-CVAD+R-MA 1

R-CHOP alone 8

Abbreviations: BCL-2, B-cell lymphoma 2; CEM/ASCT, high-dose

chemotherapy with cyclophosphamide, etoposide, and ranimustine

followed by autologous hematopoietic stem cell transplantation; CNS,

central nervous system; COO, cell-of-origin; EBAR, Epstein-Barr virus early

RNA; ECOG PS, Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group performance status;

GCB, germinal center B-cell like; HDMA, high-dose MTX and cytarabine;

HD-MTX, high-dose methotrexate; HPS, haemophagocytic syndrome; IPI

International Prognostic Index; LDH, lactate dehydrogenase; NUL, normal

upper limit; PD-L1, programmed death-ligand 1; R-CHOP, rituximab,

cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin, vincristine, and prednisone; R-D-CHOP,

dose-intensified R-CHOP; R-Hyper-CVAD, rituximab, hyper-fractionated

cyclophosphamide, vincristine, doxorubicin, and dexamethasone; R-MA,

rituximab and high-doseMTX/cytarabine.
aThe cell-of-origin is determined according to Hans’s algorithm.[11].
bVysis LSIMYCDual Color BreakApart Rearrangement Probe (Abbott Lab-

oratories, Chicago, IL) is used.

Given the nature of retrospective studies, confounding factors such

as patient age were inevitable in the present study. In addition, treat-

ment regimens in theCNS-directed treatment groupwere not uniform.

Still, complete remission and treatment completion rates between the

groups were not significantly different, which might have mitigated

these biases. Furthermore, we carefully evaluated the histopatholog-

ical features of each group. For instance, Suzuki et al. reported that 12

(35%) of 34 IVLBCL cases exhibited PD-L1 positivity (PD-L1+) and that

the PL-L1+ group showed worse OS compared with the PD-L1− group

[3]. In addition, Boonsakan et al. reported that six (40%) of 15 patients

F IGURE 1 Kaplan-Meier curves of the central nervous system
(CNS)-free survival rates (A), progression-free survival rates (B), and
overall survival rates (C) according to the type of planned treatment
regimens (CNS-directed therapy plus rituximab, cyclophosphamide,
doxorubicin, vincristine, and prednisone [R-CHOP] [e.g., high-dose
chemotherapy with R-CHOP-based therapy] vs. standard R-CHOP
therapy alone)

with IVLBCL had the concurrent expression of MYC and BCL-2 in lym-

phoma cells (double-expressor lymphoma). Moreover, these patients

with double-expressor lymphoma showed a higher mortality rate than

non-double-expressors [15]. These pathologic characteristics between

the groups were also balanced in the present study.
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In conclusion, our study results may represent a basis for further

evaluation of CNS-focused treatment along with standard R-CHOP

in patients with IVLBCL with or without primary CNS involvement.

Therefore, prospective, multicentre studies of this patient population

are needed.
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